
REPLACEABLE DECK SILL®  (RDS™)

Jobsites are messy and the door sill takes the biggest hit. Whether 
it’s denting, scratching, paint or oxidation, the aluminum sill deck 
gets damaged and repairs are costly or impossible to fix without 
replacing the sill or, in some cases, the entire door unit. 

If you’re paying for the costly repairs or replacement of the 
damaged sills, you’re paying too much. Stop paying for it and start 
planning for it with the sill of the future, the Replaceable Deck Sill∏.

IT’S NOT JUST ANOTHER SILL.
IT’S A SOLUTION.

RDS makes an accident on the job site an easy fix. Drop a brick. Spill some paint. RDS’s sill deck can be removed and replaced 
with ease, requiring only a few simple steps.
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DISENGAGE.
Remove sill deck with a stiff putty 
knife; bend front edge away from the 
substrate.

REMOVE.
Slide the deck out, away from the sill.

REPLACE.
Slide the new deck into place and tap 
into place with mallet.

HOW RDS™ WORKS: EASY AS 1-2-3.



Innovation protected under patents and patents pending in U.S. and Canada.
See www.EnduraPatents.com
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REPLACEABLE DECK SILL®  (RDS™)

1. REPLACEABLE ALUMINUM DECK
Replace damaged aluminum deck with a flawless 
new one in a matter of minutes and with tools 
already on hand.

2. CONSTRUCTION DUNNAGE
Prevent damage with a temporary dunnage sill 
cap and deck during construction. Then simply 
install final components.

AVAILABLE WITH TWO TIME-SAVING OPTIONS

Removable Sill Deck: Can be removed and replaced in the event that damage to the sill deck should occur. 

Optional Construction Dunnage: Temporary deck and sill cap can be used during construction and replaced with final 
components at closing. 

Enhanced Finish Flexibility: Sill deck and cap can be easily replaced should homeowner selections change – at closing or 
down the line. 

Z-Series Modularity: RDS sill caps are interchangeable for easy modifications and retrofitting in the shop and in the field. 

Available for all Single, French, Sidelite and Patio Applications: Including a 5-5/8" screen rail option.

Available for Inswing and Outswing Systems: Supporting Z-Articulating Cap (Z-AC),  Z-Articulating Cap All-Aluminum 
(Z-AC-AA),  Z-Adjustable Inswing (ZAI),  Z-Adjustable Inswing All-Aluminum (ZAI-AA) and Z-Outswing Bumper Sills (ZOB).

RDS™ FEATURES + BENEFITS

RDS PRODUCT OFFERING
Substrate Width

Configurations Cuttable to
Available
finishes

Compatible
Caps

4-9/16" 5-5/8" 6-9/16"

Deck Profiles

4-9/16" 5-5/8" 5-5/8" w/ SR 6-9/16" 7-5/8" 7-5/8" w/ SR
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